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BY DOMINIQUE DÉFOSSEZ
Air traffic controller, author of L’anglais pour volerIN ENGLISH, PLEASE

Eliot has been back from the Channel Islands
for only a few weeks and he is already feeling
restless. During the “Jersey experience” as he
now calls it, he has acquired a certain confi-
dence in his ability to manage the radio
abroad. He has become an international pilot!

More adventurous than ever, Eliot is now
looking east. Small being beautiful, he chooses
another tiny state, but this time in the heart of
the Schengen airspace: the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg. He tries to learn more about his
destination and discovers that Luxembourg
Findel (ELLX) airport is definitely the place to go
if you want to size yourself up to a B747: with its
fleet of 14 B747-400F, Cargolux, the freight car-
rier based at Luxembourg airport, is currently the
largest all-cargo European airline and stands in
the 8th position worldwide. Which explains
why in 2005 Luxembourg airport ranked 7th in
Europe for freight. On the other hand it only ran-
ked 112th for the number of passengers. 

As Eliot is planning his trip to Luxembourg,
he realizes that the French leg of the flight is
not necessarily going to be a piece of cake.
There are so many airspace restrictions (dan-
ger areas, restricted areas, military zones…)
between Paris and the Luxembourg border that
avoiding them all promises to be a real chal-
lenge. Especially since he wants to fly on a
weekday, when all the air force bases are going
to be fully operational. The only bright spot at
this stage of the journey is that, at least, the
French military do speak French!

In opposition, Luxembourg airspace
looks more simple. There are no military areas,
and only one prohibited area: ELP01 Dupont de
Nemours, located just south of the airport and
protecting a chemical plant. Overflight is for-
bidden on a permanent basis.

ELLX TMA covers the whole of Luxembourg
territory, and even a little beyond by delegation of
French, German and Belgian airspace. The lower
limit is 2,500 feet, the upper limit is FL135. The
CTR extends from ground level to 2,500 feet in a
racetrack shape almost centred on the airport. 1

The AIP for Belgium and the G.D. of Luxem -
bourg gives Eliot more information to prepare
his flight: he learns that a flight plan must be
filed for VFR flights to and from Luxembourg,
that training flights are not admitted unless the
aircraft is registered in Luxem bourg and that in
Luxembourg CTR, on the tower frequency, both
English and French are acknowledged lan -
guages. If a pilot feels too insecure about his
English, he can fly below 2,500 feet and contact
the tower directly. Eliot does not intend to do
that. He wants to practice his English and will
contact the approach frequency. 

ARRIVAL
A few minutes after overflying Sedan for-

tified castle, Eliot gets ready to contact
Luxembourg approach. He checks that his
transponder is switched on, squawking 7000,
and selects 118.9 on his radio set. He decides to
keep the first message short, to avoid overloa-
ding the frequency: 

F-SF. Luxembourg approach, good morning,
F-BASF, DR-400 from LFPL to ELLX, 3,000 feet,
B1 estimated in 5 minutes.

APP. F-BASF, good morning, Report B1, 
2,000 feet maximum, QNH 1019, runway 24 in
use, information C.

F-SF. Luxembourg approach, F-SF, over B1,
2,000 feet QNH 1019.

APP. F-SF for entering the CTR, contact
Luxembourg tower on 118.1, goodbye.

F-SF. Luxembourg tower, good morning, 
F-BASF, over B1, 2,000 feet QNH 1019.

TWR. F-BASF, good morning, report B2, QNH
1019, runway 24 in use.

F-SF. Luxembourg tower, F-SF over B2,
requesting joining instruction.

TWR. F-SF, continue approach, No2 behind a
B747 on final, wind 220o/5 knots, report left
base, caution wake turbulence.

F-SF. Luxembourg tower, F-SF left base.
TWR. F-SF cleared to land runway 24, wind

220o/5 knots.
F-SF. Luxembourg tower, speed under control.
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TWR. F-SF vacate the runway via taxiway
D2, taxi parking No5.

F-SF. Luxembourg tower F-SF parking No5.
TWR. F-SF contact Luxair handling on 131.62.

Goodbye.

AFTER LANDING
The GA apron, parking No5, is located quite

far away from the terminal and the AIS briefing
office, where the landing fee is to be paid. The
standard procedure is to ask Luxair for hand-
ling: a shuttle will pick up Eliot on parking No5
and take him to the terminal area.     There he
can pay the taxes, and as he intends to stay a
little while in Luxembourg, he’ll find buses out-
side the terminal to take him to the city centre.
On his way back, he will stop at the MET and AIS
briefing offices for information for his return
flight. The cost of the handling varies according
to the size of the aircraft and the number of
passengers: ¤39.66 for a four-seater aircraft
carrying one pilot and three passengers. The
landing fee, ¤6.20, is not included. Parking is
free for the first 6 hours, then it is ¤1.24 per 24-
hour period. One litre of Avgas is ¤1.76. 

DEPARTURE
The CTR has four exit points: A and T when

runway 24 is in use, C and O for runway 06. On
initial contact with the tower for the return flight,
Eliot must specify via which point he wishes to
exit the CTR. After take off, he flies below 2,000 feet
until the exit point then contacts the approach
frequency to request climb to 3,000 feet. 

At the end of the day, back in the hangar,
Eliot reflects on his last two trips. One time
west, one time east. What next? North? South?
He still has time to think about it.

In the heart of Europe

A RESTRICTED AREA ± une zone réglementée
A HIGHWAY INTERCHANGE ± un échangeur d’autoroute
A PROHIBITED AREA ± une zone interdite

A RAILWAY LEVEL CROSSING± un passage à niveau
TO OVERLOAD ± surcharger
A FREIGHT CARRIER ± une compagnie cargo
WAKE TURBULENCE ± la turbulence de sillage
A FLEET ± une flotte

A flight to Luxembourg, 
one of the European Union’s three capital cities

Les informations données dans cette page ne sont pas exhaustives.
Reportez-vous aussi à votre documentation aéronautique.

interchange, is quite
close to the runway. S2, 
a railway level crossing,
is less obvious and more
difficult to find.

The wake turbulence
separation for a light
aircraft landing behind a
heavy or medium aircraft
is 3 minutes.

The airport hours of
operation are from 06h00
to 23h00 local time with
a peak in traffic between
16h00 and 18h00.

ELLX CTR and ELLX TMA
below FL95 are class D or
class E airspace and no
separation is provided
between VFR flights. “See
and avoid” remains the rule.

There are 2 entry points
to the CTR: B1 in the north,
S1 in the south.They are
compulsory reporting
points. A clearance must be
obtained to continue to B2
or S2. If not, the aircraft
must hold on the entry
point. B2, a highway
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